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With the explosive growth of the electronic commerce
data, rule nding became a crucial part in marketing.
A number of di erent metrics to quantify \interestingness" or \goodness" of rules, including support and
con dence [1], have been proposed [3]. We suspect that
the most suitable interest metics for di erent data sets
are di erent one another. In this context, we nd the
optimized interest metric for the given data set.
We found that most of the proposed metrics can be
expressed with respect to supports. Based on this observation, we express the degree of the connection from
an item X to an item Y , f (X ! Y ), as the function of
support values of X , Y , and X [ Y . We replace those
support values with independent variables x, y , and
z , respectively, and then we set a model of f (x; y; z )
(=f (X ! Y )) as follows:
(

f x; y; z

) = (ax xex + bx )(ay y ey + by )(az z ez + bz ) :

We use a genetic algorithm to search the optimal coeÆcients and exponents of f (x; y; z ) for the data set.
Now we construct a connection network based on the
optimized metric. We set a vertex for each item. We
put an arc from the vertex X to the vertex Y with
the weight f (X ! Y ). We have a directed graph
G = (V ; A), where V is the vertex set and A is the arc
set.
We perform one-to-one marketing using the connection network. Suppose that a customer purchased
the products X1 ; X2 ; : : : ; Xk so far. Let N (Xi ) be
the set of neighbor vertices of Xi in the connection
network (1  i  k ). We de ne a score function for recommendation, s : V 7 ! R, as follows
(R is the set of real numbers.): if Y 2 i N (Xi ),
ek
s(Y ) = f
1ik f (Xi ! Y )g=(ak k + bk ) , otherwise, s(Y ) = 0.
We recommend the products of high scores to the customer. The value of the score function s(Y ) for a prod-
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Figure 1: A connection network
uct Y is proportional to the weight sum of the arcs
from the previously purchased products to the product Y . Figure 1 shows an example connection network.
We divide the sum of weights by a function of k (the
number of previously purchased products). This prevents the recommendations from owing into a few
customers that purchased excessively many products
before.
Such a recommendation strategy is di erent from the
existing ones based on the customers' pro les (for example, collaborative ltering [2]) in that it performs
recommendations just by the relationships between
products regardless of the customers' pro les. Experimental results with eld data showed that the connection network model is fairly good not only in the
computational cost but also in the recommendation
quality.
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